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Basic Layout Techniques

Although designs are generally more sophisticated, starting with some basics is a good foundation 
in creating an ad. Common techniques include making the headline dominant, the product dominant, 
grouping a series of the product to add interest, or using a light touch with lots of white space (called 
“negative space”) to make the ad look more upscale. In all of these techniques, it is important to have 
a single primary focal element in the ad. A single primary element catches the viewer’s eye, whereas a 
cluttered ad with no focus is passed over.

These ads feature the headline as the dominant element.

These ads feature the product as the dominant element.
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These ads feature a grouping of the product as the dominant element.
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These ads feature white space called “negative space”  
and tracking space between the letters to create an upscale look.



DAR 120 - Illustrator Project 3
“Huge Sale” Ad Design

Objective
Learn basic layout techniques while reinforcing Illustrator objectives from the last 3 exercises.

Choose a product you would like to draw and design 4 ads using each of the basic design layout techniques 
discussed. You must use the following criteria:

1. Create a new Illustrator document that is 8 1/2 x 11. Name it “yournameHugeSaleAds” 

2. Create a new layer and name it “Ad Borders.” Using the Rectangle Tool, make 4 rectangles that are  
3.5 x 4 inches. Arrange as shown below and Center to Artboard. 

3. Create a new layer and name it “Headlines”. Put all the headlines on this layer. You can choose your 
fonts and sizes. However, the headline must read as follows, including the use of CAPS and lowercase:

 HUGE SAVINGS
 everything on sale

4. Create a new layer and name it “Products.” Put all your products on this layer. 

5. Misc criteria required:

• Use a gradient in your product rendering. Try to think of how you can use it to add form to your 
product illustration.

• Use a drop shadow.

• Use tracking in one headline to create an upscale look.

(not actual size)


